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FINITELY ADDITIVE GLEASON MEASURES

ANATOLIJ DVURECENSKIJ

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We describe the set of all finitely additive measures which attain also

infinite values on a quantum logic of a Hubert space and which are expressible

via the generalized Gleason-Lugovaja-Sherstnev formula. We prove that this set

consists of those which are regular with respect to the set of all finite-dimensional

subspaces. In addition, we show that this regularity does not entail the countable

additivity, in general.

1. Introduction

One of the basic problems related to the propositional calculus approach to

the foundations of quantum mechanics [2, 14] is the description of probability

measures (called states in physical terminology) on the set of experimentally

verifiable propositions regarding a physical system. The set of propositions

form an orthomodular partially ordered set, where the order is induced by a

relation of implication, and is called a quantum logic. In the more restrictive

setting, a quantum logic is assumed to be a complete orthomodular lattice (see

[18]).
An important interpretation of a quantum logic is the set L(H) of all closed

subspaces of a real or complex Hubert space H, which is an orthomodular com-

plete lattice with respect to the set-theoretical inclusion and the natural ortho-

complementation M i-> ML — {x e H : (x, y) = 0 for each y e M} . In this in-
terpretation a finite countably additive measure is a map m : L(H) —► [0, oo)

satisfying «î(V^i M) = Z¡íi m(Mj) for any sequence {M¡} of mutually or-

thogonal closed subspaces of H. The remarkable result of Gleason [9] states

that all countably additive measures m on L(H), where H is separable and

dim H ^ 2, are in a one-to-one correspondence with positive operators T of

the trace class on H via

(1.1) m(M) = tr(TPM),    M e L(H),

where PM denotes the orthoprojector from H onto M. This formula has been

generalized to nonseparable Hubert spaces whose dimension is a nonmeasurable
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cardinal by Eilers and Horst [8], Drisch [3], and by Maeda [15] for general H

(see also [10]). In view of this Gleason's result, it is natural to look at the more

general situation, where the measure is assumed to be only finitely additive and

can take infinite values on L(H). Any mapping m : L(H) —> [0, oo] such

that

(1.2) m(ç$MA=Y,m(Ma)
\a£A        /        a€A

(here by ®aeA Ma we denote the join of a system of mutually orthogonal sub-

spaces {Ma : a € A} of L(H) ), is said to be a finitely additive measure, (count-
ably additive) measure, or completely additive measure, respectively, if (1.2)

holds for any finite, countable or arbitrary index set A , correspondingly.

Let n be a cardinal. We say that a finitely additive measure m is n -finite if
there is a set / whose cardinal is n and a set of mutually orthogonal subspaces

{Ma : a e 1} of H such that @a€A Ma = H and m(Ma) < oo for each a € /.

In particular, if n = N0 , we say that m is a -finite.

The formula (1.1) has been extended to a -finite countably additive measures

on L(H) by Lugovaja and Sherstnev [13]. To describe their result and the

results of the present paper we shall use the following notations. By Tr(H)

we mean the set of all trace operators on H. Let t : 3S(t) x 2(t) —> C

be a (conjugate) bilinear form defined on a linear submanifold 3¡(t) of H

(not necessarily dense or closed in H), called the domain of t. If t(x, y) =

t(y, x) for all x, y e 3>(t), then t is said to be symmetric; if for a symmetric
bilinear form t we have t(x, x) > 0 for all x e 3S(t), then t is said to be

positive. For M e L(H), t o PM will denote the (conjugate) bilinear form

with domain 31 (t o PM) = {x e H : PMx e 3¡(t)}, given by t o PM(x, y) =

t(PMx, PMy), x, y € 31 (t o PM). If t o PM is induced by an operator T e

Tr(H), that is, t o PM(x, y) = (Tx, y) for all x, y e H, then we shall write

t o PM £ Tr(H), and we put tr t o PM = tr T. For a nonzero x in H, Px will

denote the one-dimensional subspace of H generated by x.

Lugovaja and Sherstnev [13] proved that for any er-finite measure m on

L(H) of a separable Hubert space H, with m(H) = oo , there exists a unique

positive bilinear form t defined on a dense domain 3¡(t) such that

(1.3) *(") = {£'■oo otherwise.

This result has been extended by the author [4] to any cr-finite <7-additive

measure on L(H) of a Hubert space H whose dimension is a nonmeasur-

able cardinal ^ 2, and the formula (1.3) will be called the Gleason-Lugovaja-

Sherstnev formula, and measures which are expressible via (1.3) are called Glea-

son measures.

An important notion in measure theory is regularity which in some cases
implies the a -additivity of finitely additive measures. In the present paper, we

shall show that the set of all Gleason measures on L(H) coincides with the

set of all ^(77)00-regular finitely additive measures on L(H) which can take

infinite values. Moreover, they are in a one-to-one correspondence with positive

bilinear forms with dense domains in H.
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2. Regular finitely additive measures

A finitely additive measure m on L(H) has the L-S property (L-S stands for

Lugovaja - Sherstnev) if (i) there is a two-dimensional subspace Q of H such

that m(Q) < oo, and (ii)

(2.1) D(m) = {x £ H : m(Px) < oo} U {0}

is dense in H. According to [13], D(m) is a linear subspace of H.

Denote by ^(H) the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces of H. A finite,

finitely additive measure m on L(H) is said to be 3B(H)-regular, if for any

M e L(H) and any e > 0 there is a finite-dimensional subspace N of M such

that m(MAN-1) < e. In [7], it was shown that a finite finitely additive measure

m on L(H), such that dim// ^ 2, is ¿? (H)-regalar iff m is of the form (1.1),

or, equivalently, iff m is completely additive.

For finitely additive measures on L(H) such that m(H) = oo the notion of

regularity is generalized in the following manner: Let Roo = [0, oo]. Then

Roo can be considered as a Hausdorff uniform additive semigroup, where the

uniformity is determined by a semi-invariant metric p^ : R^ x Roo —► [0, 1 ]

such that Poo(u, v) = |t^-t^| , u, v e Roo , with the convention that -^X¡ =

1. A finitely additive measure m on L(H) is said to be 3°(H)oo-regular if

given M e L(H) and e > 0 there is a finite-dimensional subspace N of M

such that Poo(m(M), m(N)) < e. For finite finitely additive measures both

notions of regularity coincide.

Lemma 2.1. Let H be a Hubert space and t be a positive bilinear form such that
3(t) is dense in H. Then the mapping mt : L(H) —► [0,  oo] given by

(2 2) m (M) = itr ' ° PM   ^io/,M €Tr(//),

,(    '     \ oo otherwise,

is a ¿P(H)oo-regular, finitely additive measure with the L-S property.

Proof. The proof of the finite additivity of mt is similar to the one given in [ 12]

for the case of a separable Hubert space, and to be self contained, we present it

here as we shall need it in the second part.

Suppose that M = 0"=1 Mk, Mk e L(H), k = 1, ... , «, MkLM{ for
k ^ i. We claim that

(2.3) mt(M) = £ mt(Mk).
k=\

There are three possibilities:

(i)   M % 3(t). Then there is an integer k such that Mk g 3(t), so that
(2.3) holds.

(ii) M C 2(t), t°PM i Tr(//). Then Mk C 3(f) for any k = 1,...,« ,
and there exists an integer k such that t°PMk $ Tr(//). Indeed, in the opposite

case we would have that t o PM* e Tr(//) for any k = 1,...,« , and for any
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X G H, \\x\\ = 1 ,

n

toPM(x,x) = t(PMx,PMx)= Y^ t(PMkx,PM,x)

k,i=\

n

< Y, \t(PM"x,PM'x)\
k,i=\

n

< J2 (t°PMk(X,X) toPM>(x, x))X/2

k,i=\

n n

< \YJt°PMk(x,x)x/2\2 <n YtopMk(x,x).

k=\ k=\

In addition, if {x¡} is an orthonormal basis of H, then Y,it ° PM(x¡, x¡) <

n Y?k=\tr l ° PMk • This entails that / o PM is a bounded bilinear form on H,

so that toPM g Tr(/7) which contradicts the assumption, and, therefore, (2.3)

holds.
(iii) M ç 3(t), toPM g Tr(//). Then Mk ç 3(t) and toPM* g Tr(//) for

any k = 1,...,« . Let {Xj}j be an orthonormal basis of Mk , k = 1,...,« .

Then \Jl=x{Xj }j is an orthonormal basis of M, and so mt(M) = tr t o PM =

T.kjt(PMx*, PMxf) = Enk=iEj((PMkxf, PM*x)) = £L.tr t°PM* =

Znk'=lmt(Mk).

We have proved that mt is a finitely additive measure. Since 3(f) = D(mt),

we see that «?, has the L-S property.

Now we show that mt is ¿P(H)oo-regular. Let M G L(//) and e > 0 be

given. As in the first part of the (present) proof, we have three possible cases:

(i) M g 3(t). Then mt(M) = oo, and there is a unit vector x e M such

that x £ 3(t). Hence, mt(Px) = oo and Poo{mt(M), mt(Px)) < e .

(ii) M ç 3(f), to PM £ Tr(/7). Then 3(t o PM) = H and, con-

sequently, 5Zi *(■*/ > •*!') = °° f°r any orthonormal basis {x¡ : i G /} of

Af. Since «„ -» «, for h„,m e Roo, iff Poo(u„, «) -• 0,we conclude that

Poo(tnt(M), «îî(0"=1 PX;)) < e for sufficiently large « .

(iii) M C 3(t), toPM g Tr(H). Choose an orthonormal basis {x¡} in M.

Then there exists an integer « such that p00(«zi(M), «J,(®"=1 P*,)) < e .   □

Now we describe the set of all J0(//)oo-regular, finitely additive measures on

L(H), when dim//^¿2.

Theorem 2.2. Lei m be a 3°(H)oo-regular, finitely additive measure with the L-S

property on L(H), dim H ^ 2. Then there exists a unique bilinear form t with

dense domain such that (1.3) holds.

Proof. For our m, define D(m) via (2.1). Suppose that m(M) < oo. The

^(//)oo-regularity of m entails that the restriction m\L(M) isa ^(M)-regular,

finitely additive measure, and in view of the result in [7], m\L(M) is com-

pletely additive on L(M). Due to [15] (see also [10]), there exists a positive

operator Tm of the trace class on M and, consequently, we may assume that

TM g Tr(//), such that m(N) = tr(TMPN),  N G L(M).
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We define a bilinear form t with 3(f) = D(m) putting t(x, x) = (TMx, x)

whenever x G M, 3 < dim M < oo, m(M) < oo . Using the Gleason theorem

for finite-dimensional subspaces of S, t is a well-defined mapping, because if

x € Mi, x G M2, 3 < dimMx, dimM2 < oo, m(M¡) < oo, i = 1, 2, then

m(Mx V M2) < oo, since 3(t) is a linear submanifold of S containing Mx

and M2, and t(x, x) = (TMix, x) = (TM^Mlx, x) = (TMlx, x).

Define a 3°(H)oo-regular, finitely additive measure mt on L(H) via (2.2).

We shall show that m(M) = mt(M) for any M G L(//).
Note that the ¿P(H)oo-regularity of m entails that for any M G L(H) there

exists an increasing sequence of subspaces of M,  {Mn} , such that

(2.4) m(M) = lim m(Mn).
n

Suppose now that M is a finite-dimensional subspace of H. If m(M) = oo,

then M % 3(t), which yields mt(M) = oo. If m(M) < oo, suppose that

xx, ... , xn is an orthonormal basis of M and complete it to an orthonormal

basis {x¡} of H. Then

n n

m(M) = Y m(PXl) = Y '(*<'. *')
i=i i=i

= Yto pM(xi ' *) = tr * ° pM = mt{M).
i

Assume that M is an arbitrary subspace of H. In view of (2.4), we have

m(M) = limm(Mn) = limmt(Mn) < mt(M).
n n

Hence, mt(M) = oo if m(M) = oo. If m(M) < oo, then m\L(M) is

completely additive on L(M). Choosing an orthonormal basis {x¡} of M, we

obtain as above that

m(M) = Y m(px.) = E '(* > *t) = trtoPM = mt(M).
i i

This finishes the proof.   □

3. Finitely additive measures

Definition 3.1. A finitely additive measure m on L(H) with the L-S property

is said to be a (finitely additive) Gleason measure if m is implemented by a

positive bilinear form t via (1.3) such that 3(t) = D(m)

Remark 3.2. As a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1, the set of all

finitely additive Gleason measures coincides with the set of all ^a(//)00-regular

finitely additive measures with the L-S property on L(H), if dim H ^ 2.

Remark 3.3. Any a -finite or n-finite, finitely additive measure has the L-S prop-

erty, but the converse is not true, in general, even if m is a Gleason measure

as we can see in the following example.

Example 3.4. There exists a ^(H)^-regular, finitely additive measure m with

the L-S property which is not n-finite for any cardinal n.
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Proof. Let m be an infinite cardinal such that mN° > m. Then in any Hubert

space of dimension mH°, there exists [5] a submanifold D dense in H contain-

ing no orthonormal basis of H. Define a bilinear form t with 3(t) = D via

t(x, y) = (x, y) for all x, y e D. Then m,, defined by (2.2) is the required
measure. (For more details, see [5].)   D

Remark 3.5. Following [12], we note that we can find a bilinear form t with

dense domain which produces different cr-finite finitely additive measures (at

least one of them is not ^(H)^-regular). Indeed, let dim// = Wo , and let M

be an infinite-dimensional subspace of H such that t o PM g Tr(//). Then m¡

defined by (2.2) and «( defined via

(M) - i tr ' ° PM    iff M - 2^ '  dim M < °° '
\ oo otherwise

are those. Moreover, nt has the L-S property.
Note also that using the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we may prove

(see also [12]) that for any finitely additive measure m having the L-S property

on L(H), dim H ^ 2, there exists a unique bilinear form t with dense domain

such that

(3.1) m(M) = tr to PM   if   dim/7 < oo, M ç 3(f).

As it has been noted, any finite, ¿P(H)-regular, finitely additive measure is

necessarily completely additive, and, therefore, cr-additive. For measures with

infinite values we posed in [6] an open problem whether a cr-finite, ¿P(H)oo-

regular, finitely additive measure on L(H) is countably additive. We show

that the answer is negative, in general. The following example is from [17]:

Let {Xi : i G h} be an orthonormal basis of a separable, infinite-dimensional
Hubert space H, which is a part of a Hamel basis {x¡ : i G /}. Fix an element

x¡0 G {x, :/6/\/o} and define a bilinear form t with 3(f) = H via

11 y a'x' ' E a'Xi )= ia¡oi2 '
\i&A ieA I

where A is an arbitrary finite subset of / containing ¿o. Then mt, defined

by (2.2), is a cr-finite, 9a(//)«>-regular, finitely additive measure which is not

cr-additive (since t(x¡, x¡) — 0 for any i G /o ).

The former example is a particular case of a so-called singular bilinear form.

We recall that according to Simon [17], for any positive bilinear form t there

exists a unique pair of positive bilinear forms tr and ts such that

(3.2) t = tr + ts,       3(t)=3(tr) = 3(ts),

where tr is the largest closable positive bilinear form dominated by t (and

ts = t - tr). If tr = 0, t is named singular.

In view of [11] and [5], any measure mt on L(H) defined by (2.2) is only

a ¿P(H)oo -regular, finitely additive measure which is not countably additive

whenever t is singular. Moreover, mt defined via (2.2) is cr-additive iff

(3.3) (t o pM)r e Tr(/7)   implies   toPMeTr(H),

where (t o PM)r is the regular part of the closure toPM 0f t o PM (see [11,

5]).
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We want to mention an interesting result of Lugovaja [12], who proved that

for any cr-finite, finitely additive measure m on L(H), dim H =No> there ex-

ists the largest cr-finite, completely additive measure mr which is majorized by

m . This mr is determined by the closure Tr of tr from the Simon decompo-

sition (3.2) via (2.2). But, in general, m is not decomposable as m = mr + ms

with ms vanishing on all finite-dimensional subspaces, which is true for finite

finitely additive measure [1, Proposition 2].

We note that another type of regularity which implies the countable additivity

is discussed in [16].

4. Open problem

Let m be a finitely additive measure on L(H). An element Mo of L(H)

is said to be a support of m if m(N) = 0 precisely when NLMo . It is clear

that if m has a support, then it is unique. In [6], we posed an open prob-

lem whether a finite, finitely additive measure having a support is necessarily

countably additive (and, consequently, completely additive). We give a partial

answer to this problem.

Proposition 4.1. Any finite, finitely additive measure m on L(H), dim H ^2,

having a finite-dimensional support is completely additive.

Proof. According to the result of Aarnes [1, Proposition 2], any finite, finitely

additive measure m on L(H), dim H ^ 2, is uniquely decomposable as the

sum m = mx + m2 , where mx is a completely additive measure and m2 is a

finitely additive measure which vanishes on all finite-dimensional subspaces of

H.
Let Mo be a finite-dimensional support of m . Then m2(Mo) — 0 as well as

m2(M¿) — m (A/g-) = 0. Therefore, m2 = 0 and m = mx , which proves the

assertion.   D

We note that for a finite, finitely additive measure having an infinite-dimen-

sional support, the assertion of Proposition 4.1 is not true, in general, see [6].

Problem. When a finitely additive measure with the L-S property on L(H),

dim H t¿ 2, is necessarily completely additive ?
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